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ABSTRACT 
In a multi-echelon manufacturing environment 
assemblies are scheduled through a succession of fabri- 
cation activities resulting in a final product.  The 
total manufacturing cycle time is longer than a customer 
is willing to wait for the order to be filled.  Conse- 
quently, manufacturing builds to a master production 
schedule such that a probable product mix is in process 
well before customers actually place their orders. 
Management's "top down" approach was taken in 
planning the master production schedule.  Quadratic 
programming, solved by Beale's method, was used to find 
optimal values of the aggregate production rate and 
aggregate work force levels from the forecast of demand. 
The objective function closely paralleled the Linear 
Decision Rule in minimizing production rate change 
costs for overtime versus idletime, hiring versus lay- 
off, and finished goods inventory versus backlog.  Con- 
straint equations limited the production rate in a given 
period to that achievable by the available work force 
during the available number of working days. 
The aggregate production rate was disaggregated 
and transformed into a matrix of scheduling patterns 
to become a trial master production schedule.  Each 
scheduling pattern defined a nearly optimal production 
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run frequency and production run quantity by product 
by time period based on the total minimum operational 
costs including setup and inventory investment costs. 
Each product was allowed to have several levels in its 
product structure. 
Finally, the trial master production schedule was 
tested for feasibility using linear programming.  The 
objective function was to minimize the total operational 
costs of alternative sets of scheduling patterns.  Con- 
r 
straint equations defined the manufacturing cycle time 
for each level of fabrication activity in the product 
structure.  Inequality constraints tested that the 
labor hours required in each time period were less 
than the labor hours available as specified by the 
aggregate work force level.  In a numerical example, 
a feasible, nearly minimum cost master production 
schedule was computed for a manufacturing organization 
with three products where each product had three levels 
of fabrication activity in its product structure. 
■s 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1  Scope of the Thesis 
The profitable management of a manufacturing plant 
involves the simultaneous consideration of an almost 
overwhelming number of decision variables.  To be suc- 
cessful, management must develop a workable rationale 
for its regular decision-making processes, including 
those which lead to the master production schedule.  In 
general, the plan which proves to be feasible to imple- 
ment is the plan undertaken.  Rarely is the plan optimal, 
There is insufficient time within a planning update 
period to consider more than one or two alternative 
master production schedules. 
Manufacturing management finds itself balancing 
multiple objectives.  Current management policy quickly 
becomes a series of directives to maximize profit, 
maximize customer delivery, minimize inventory invest- 
ment, maximize employment stability, minimize operating 
costs...  All of these policy factors impact the defi- 
nition of the optimal master production schedule.  But 
policy decisions are made at the aggregate (sum of the 
component parts) level.  Somehow an optimal disaggre- 
gation must be made in order to develop a top down 
scheduling model.  The level of complexity of the model 
should not extend down to the detail of individual 
operation standard times or machine loading sequences, 
traditional areas for industrial engineering.  But 
rather, its complexity should settle out somewhere be- 
tween that of totally aggregated detail and totally 
disaggregated detail.  The model should be fairly re- 
presentative of the internal organization of the plant, 
yet it should be simple enough to have meaning to the 
plant's general manager. 
Manufacturing is a continuous, dynamic, cyclic pro- 
cess of planning, implementation, and control.  The 
driving force behind production scheduling is the custo- 
mer order rate*.  Forecasted orders are an estimate of 
what the actual booked orders will be.  In preparing a 
schedule, it is assumed that the product mix will not 
shift between orders forecasted and orders booked.  Man- 
agement, working in a manual mode, periodically reviews 
the order forecast update to formulate the schedule for 
the next period.  But, due to its dynamic nature, in the 
time it takes to manually review the current order rate, 
the factory production rate has deviated from the sche- 
dule.  In the time that it takes to manually review the 
current production rate, the factory work force level has 
shifted off the plan.  In the time that it takes to 
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manually review the work force level, the factory inven- 
tory position has deviated from its estimated level. 
And so it goes.  The glue which binds such a system to- 
gether is the constant flow of formal and informal raw 
data to management.  But, unless the data are compiled 
in a systematic way, it becomes difficult to make good, 
timely scheduling decisions. 
This thesis investigates the structure of the master 
production- schedule decisions.  Ultimately a determina- 
tion must be made of individual product run sizes and 
their corresponding start dates.  Factors to be consi- 
dered include the aggregate order rate, individual pro- 
duct forecasts, the backlog level, the aggregate produc- 
tion rate, the work force level, the inventory level, the 
product structure, product lead times, and the cost 
structure. 
The value of modeling the decision process that goes 
into the formulation of the master production schedule 
is evident.  The formalism itself results in a more con- 
sistent, more nearly optimal schedule.  The use of an 
electronic digital computer to enumerate alternative 
schedules allows the review period to be compacted which 
in turn allows managers at various levels in the organi- 
zation to address "what if?" questions concerning the 
operation of their own departments.  In this way, the 
impact of separate actions to set inventory levels, to 
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hire additional workers, to adjust production rates can 
be viewed with respect to the total schedule and manage- 
ment's overall objectives. 
For such a model to be accepted and used, it must be 
sufficiently simple, yet sufficiently realistic.  While 
the mathematical methods used to optimize the model may 
be new to management, the decision structure of the model 
should not deviate too far from the decision structure 
used in practice.  Finally, the inputs required by the 
model and the outputs generated should not be in the 
jargon of operations research, but rather in terms 
familiar to the practicing manager. 
1.2 Levels of Decision Making 
As manufacturing organizations have evolved through 
time, the planning, implementation, and control functions 
have been diffused through several layers of management 
(Ref. 8:151).  This is natural.  The plant's general mana- 
ger could not possibly cope, in addition to all his other 
tasks, with making timely decisions about ordering parts, 
hiring workers, and scheduling products on a repetitive 
basis.  Instead, the general manager has organized a 
staff of experts to whom he has delegated some of these 
responsibilities.  While this organization effectively 
limits his span of control, it makes managers at every 
level more efficient and timely in their own decision- 
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making.  Figure 1.1 shows this hierarchy subdivided 
into three management layers. 
Upper management, the first layer, is concerned 
about the profit objective and concentrates on stra- 
tegic planning over the long range horizon of one to 
three years.  Aggregate policy decisions which affect 
the profit and growth potential of the firm are made at 
this level.  Here are a few examples of questions 
leading to a policy decision by upper management: 
What is the return on assets? 
Can we afford the increased production capacity 
of a new plant? 
If we decrease the amount of capital invested 
in inventory, will we lose sales because of 
longer availability times? 
Can we afford to provide long term employment 
stability for the worky force by establishing 
a net order backlog position? 
What new products will be introduced into 
production? 
From a production scheduling point of view, the main 
emphasis at the first layer of management is an aggregate 
list of the resources which will be committed for the 
scheduling period.  The level of inventory investment, 
the level of employment, and the plant production 
7 
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capacity are constraints on any lower level planning. 
These constraints must allow the plant to respond to a 
probable range of customer orders, yet insure that the 
plant will maintain a predetermined profit. 
Middle management, the second layer, is concerned 
with the question of timing; here the responsibility is 
for tactical planning and control over the medium range 
time horizon of six months.  This responsibility is 
broken down into an organization of staff specialists. 
The master scheduler manually determines the specific 
timing and quantity of production runs for finished goods 
inventory based on the current order rate and individual 
product forecasts.  The materials manager is responsible 
for determining the specific timing and lot sizing of 
purchased parts procurement from reliable vendors.  The 
production control manager is responsible for the spe- 
cific timing and lot sizing of fabricated parts scheduled 
into the various shops.  The production manager is re- 
sponsible for determining the specific hiring of new pro- 
duction employees and for authorizing overtime.  The 
controller's staff is responsible for distributing 
timely financial information and for monitoring the cur- 
rent value of inventory.  Finally, the product marketing 
manager is responsible for the timely updating of the 
order forecasts. 
All of the second layer activities are interre- 
lated.  These activities must be coordinated and held 
within the constraints on the plant's resources estab- 
lished by upper management.  Middle management usually 
prepares a feasible manufacturing plan and one or two 
alternative plans for review by upper management.  The 
shorter the planning cycle, the more alternatives that 
can be evaluated until an optimal one is found. 
Supervision, the third layer, is responsible for 
implementing and controlling the production schedule 
over the short range time horizon of one month.  Here 
the hour to hour, day to day, and week to week feasi- 
bility of the schedule is tested.  Supervisors must 
reconcile the final production phases of a product 
against customer orders booked for exact product confi- 
gurations using material and labor hours scheduled prior 
to the order booking. 
From a production scheduling point of view, the 
emphasis at the third layer is on material lead times 
and departmental capacities in terms of labor hours a- 
vailable.  If a single purchased or fabricated part is 
late to the final assembly area because of insufficient 
planned lead time, then the scheduled final production 
will not be achieved.  Likewise, if there is a local, 
temporary bottleneck at a workstation because of 
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insufficient labor hours to complete a work order, then 
the scheduled final production will not be achieved. 
Not only is the supervisor the first manager to be made 
aware of a lead time or capacity problem, it is his job 
to try to smooth out the workflow and work around back 
ordered parts.  In addition, the supervisor provides 
continual feedback to middle management, advising them 
about potential future scheduling problems. 
1.3  Profit, the Minimization of Costs 
The minimization of costs has been selected as the 
criterion used to compute an optimal schedule.  The 
reduction of certain kinds of production costs, many of 
which are hidden in the total overhead cost, has the net 
effect of improving both the profit picture and the 
firm's return on assets.  The different levels of man- 
agement consider different cost factors. 
In this period of high inflation, businesses have 
no choice but to be prudent in their management of 
assets.  In developing an optimal master production 
schedule, asset management encompasses control over in- 
ventory investment and control over accounts receivable. 
(Ref. 25:3 ).  These two assets are found on the firm's 
balance sheet.  The time interdependence of these assets 
is shown in Figure 1.2, a simplified cash flow diagram 
for a single product.  In the figure, the length 
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Figure 1.2  Simplifed Cash Flow 
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of the cash flow represents the passage of time.  The 
width of the cash flow represents the dollar value in- 
volved.  In order to remain solvent the business must 
maintain an adequate cash position throughout the cycle. 
In most cases the business will have to apply retained 
earnings or borrow from an outside creditor sometime 
during the cycle to maintain the cash flow. 
Due to inflation, money tied up in inventory today 
is worth less in purchasing power than when the princi- 
pal amount is again available for investment sometime 
in the future.  In fact, as the manufacturing cycle con- 
tinues , the principal amount may always be tied up in 
inventory purchases (Ref.21:442).  The amount of capital 
invested is a function of the manufacturing time, the 
production rate, the product mix scheduled, and the 
procurement policies followed by purchasing.  Schedul- 
ing the wrong mix of final products or allowing work- 
in-process inventory to accumulate due to back ordered 
parts has the result of reducing the return on assets 
for the investment. 
The amount of capital invested in inventory is also 
a function of the time taken to collect accounts receiv- 
able.  Inventory investment doesn't end at the time when 
the product leaves the production floor for finished 
goods inventory.  If the product mix was forecasted in- 
correctly, it may be several weeks before a customer 
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orders that particular product, and several more weeks 
before the customer pays for his purchase.  Ideally, if 
a firm is operating from a net order backlog position, 
then its finished goods inventory should be zero.  Once 
the product is shipped against a booked order, the ac- 
counts receivable must not be allowed to become delin- 
quent.  The longer the elapsed time from payment by the 
firm for the first purchased part that goes into the 
product until collection of the sales price from the 
customer, the lower the return on assets for the firm. 
Credit plays an important role in the cash flow. 
The manufacturing organization places a purchase order 
with its vendors on credit.  Thus the firm has use of the 
vendor's capital for at least the "net 30 days" period 
between receipt of the parts and payment.  On the other 
end, after running a credit check, customers are per- 
mitted to order products from the firm on credit.  Then 
the customer has use of the factory's capital for at 
least the "net 30 days" period until payment is received. 
But every month there are period expenses.  These expens- 
es include payroll, employee benefits, supervison, over- 
head, rent, utilities, product marketing, product engi- 
neering, administration, taxes, and finance charges. 
A negative cash flow would quickly occur if the firm 
tried to pay all of the period expenses from only the 
previous month's sales income.  Instead, it must either 
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allocate a portion of its retained earnings or secure 
financing from an outside creditor.  The cost of this 
operating capital, which concerns upper management, is 
a reduction in the amount which can be invested in fu- 
ture growth areas, new product introductions, or in- 
creased dividends to shareholders. 
Middle management is concerned with production rate 
change costs .  Since the customer order rate is uncer- 
tain, products are scheduled to be built to stock and 
not to order; building to stock also improves the deliv- 
ery time to the customer.  There are costs incurred 
when the production rate is adjusted to reflect changes 
in the work force level and changes in the order backlog 
level (Ref. 7:342)-  In this thesis, the production rate 
change costs include: 
1. Overtime costs vs. idletime costs. 
2. Hiring costs vs. layoff costs. 
3. Order backlog costs vs. finished goods 
inventory costs. 
While the production rate and the work force leve,l 
are set separately, it is important to realize that the 
work force level constrains the maximum production capa- 
city.  In this thesis, production capacity will be li- 
mited only by available hours of labor and not by avail- 
able machine hours. 
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One hundred percent capacity is defined to be the 
production rate at the current work force level if 
every man works a 40 hour week.  Overtime is commonly 
used to achieve greater than 100% production capacity 
for temporary periods.  Overtime is also sometimes used 
to replace an abnormal number of hours lost to employee 
vacation time or illness.  In that case, even with over- 
time, the plant is still operating under capacity.  The 
costs associated with overtime include a wage premium 
and increased payroll taxes charged into the overhead. 
Overtime can be easily scheduled on short notice; the 
lead time to hire a new employee runs 6 to 8 weeks.  On 
the other hand, if the production rate is set below 100% 
capacity, and management has decided not to lay off 
any employees, then the factory is paying for idletime. 
Workers are still paid at their regular hourly wage. 
Consequently, the costs of idletime are absorbed as an 
increased period expense in the form of a labor variande 
or additional purchased overhead activity.  Although 
difficult to measure, a degree of idleness probably 
induces a lower productivity level among the workers. 
To increase the production capacity of the plant 
additional labor must be hired.  The hiring costs repre- 
sent the expense of interviewing, selecting, and training 
a new employee, along with charges to the overhead to 
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outfit the employee with a workstation, and a labor 
variance in the period expenses reflecting the employee's 
first production along the learning curve.  If it becomes 
necessary to reduce the work force level through layoffs, 
severance pay and the lost opportunity cost of the idle 
workstation are the expenses incurred.  (A management 
team which maintains a healthy new product development 
program, a net order backlog position, and a conservative 
cash flow position can afford to regard layoffs as a 
means of last resort.) 
Net order backlog exists when, over a period of time, 
the order rate exceeds the production rate.  A backlog 
means that the customer's order has been booked, but the 
product is not immediately available for shipment.  De- 
pending on the product line and the reputation of the 
firm, the customer may not be willing to wait for the 
product.  Customers themselves can cause a backlog by 
specifying on the order that they will not accept de- 
livery before a certain date or by specifying that two 
different kinds of product must be shipped together. 
Backlog costs are essentially shortage costs; they are 
very difficult to measure. 
Manufacturing would prefer to operate from a net 
backlog position because then the product mix is known 
before production resources have to be committed.  But 
the factory marketing organization would prefer to 
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operate from a net finished goods inventory position; 
they can then offer immediate availability of any pro- 
duct to their customer (Ref. 35:12).  Net finished 
goods inventory exists when, over a period of time, the 
production rate exceeds the order rate.  As with any 
kind of inventory there are costs associated with stor- 
age, insurance, taxes, and obsolescence.  However, the 
major cost of finished goods inventory is the cost of 
capital used to purchase the labor, material, and over- 
head which has gone into this inventory. 
Even when the production rate achieves a degree 
of stabilization, there are other operational costs to 
be minimized (Ref. 26:68).  These operational costs 
are generally the most obvious to the production super- 
visors as they control the beginning and completion of 
successive production activities.  In this thesis, the 
operational costs will include the following: 
1. Replenishment costs. 
2. Inventory carrying costs. 
3. Back order costs. 
For a purchasing department replenishment costs 
are procurement costs, while for a fabrication depart- 
ment replenishment costs are setup costs.  These cost 
factors are generally not well established by tradi- 
tional cost accounting methods.  Procurement costs in- 
clude the labor hours spent reviewing the material 
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requirements, negotiating with a vendor about price 
and delivery, preparing the purchase order, verifying 
arrival of the order, and receiving the part into the 
inventory control system.  Setup costs include labor 
hours spent material handling from the stockroom to the 
production floor, staging the material on the production 
floor, preparing the workstation, and calibrating or 
adjusting production machinery.  Replenishment costs 
exist regardless of whether or not the production rate 
is stable. 
In a multi-echelon manufacturing system it is ne- 
cessary to carry work-in-process inventory in order to 
decouple the operation of one fabrication activity from 
another (Ref.10:371).  Although a plant may operate from 
a net order backlog position with no finished goods in- 
ventory on hand, there is still work-in-process inventory 
in the form of subassemblies on the production floor. In 
addition, stores inventory of purchased parts and raw 
materials is carried by the firm because it often is cost 
effective to purchase in bulk lots larger than the im- 
mediate lot size requirement.  Not all of the parts re- 
quired for a given assembly arrive at the same time; 
stores inventory acts as a time buffer to hold all the 
parts until the last arrival.  The components of work- 
in-process and stores inventories carrying costs are 
identical to those cost factors described for finished 
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goods inventory.  Work-in-process and stores inventories 
carrying costs exist whether or not the production rate 
is stable. 
Purchase orders are released for purchased parts and 
work orders are scheduled for fabricated parts assuming 
that the vendor lead time and the fabrication department 
cycle time are known with certainty.  In the execution 
of these orders the real lead time or the real cycle time 
often exceeds the planned time, resulting in the late 
arrival of a part.  In a multiechelon manufacturing or- 
ganization this back ordered part at a downstream fabri- 
cation activity will cause a work stoppage at the next 
upstream fabrication activity.  The back order or short- 
age cost involves the expense of expediting the part from 
the vendor, such as paying premium freight charges, shut- 
ting down the upstream fabrication activity, or at the 
expense of additional setup costs diverting labor hours 
to a different product line.  Since work stoppages are 
expensive and since work-in-process inventory becomes 
more valuable as it progresses through the manufacturing 
cycle, fabrication activities should not begin a work- 
order unless every part on the bill of materials is on 
hand. 
1.4 The Scheduling Model 
The basic approach to the structuring of the master 
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production schedule is the minimization of both produc- 
tion rate change costs and operational costs.  The de- 
cision structure of the model consists of a hierarchy 
of decision levels which roughly parallels the layers 
of management found in practice.  A time phased product 
structure is used by the model to describe the prece- 
dence relationship of purchasing and fabrication activi- 
ties found within the organization.  Figure 1.3 details 
the inputs, outputs, and flow of this approach. 
The master production schedule planning begins 
with an aggregate 12-month order forecast in dollars. 
The ending levels for work force and backlog are speci- 
fied consistent with management's latest targets.  The 
aggregate planning model, described in Chapter 2, re- 
sults in a boundary condition for the monthly production 
rate in dollars and for the total monthly work force 
level in employees.  Next, the production rate is dis- 
aggregated by the individual product forecasts into the 
number of units by product type to be produced in each 
month.  Likewise, the work force level is disaggregated 
by the product structure into a weekly production capa- 
city limit in hours.  Finally, the computed master pro- 
duction schedule, described in Chapter 3, shows the exact 
starting week and run size by product type for the final 
assembly department.  This schedule must satisfy all the 
boundary conditions and resource constraints. 
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This master production schedule model, while cer- 
tainly more complicated, is fundamentally different 
from the familiar Wilson economic order quantity for- 
mula used by some firms t^o establish their master sche- 
dule.  First, the minimization of total relevant costs 
is done in two stages and the costs of successive time 
periods are allowed to interact with one another until 
an overall minimum is located.  Second, the time rela- 
tionships between fabrication activities in a multieche- 
lon organization, as defined by the product structure, is 
maintained within the model.  Consequently, fabricated 
activity capacity constraints and fabrication activity 
cycle time constraints are factored into the master pro- 
duction schedule in a way that yields a feasible, nearly 
optimal solution. 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE AGGREGATE PLAN 
Starting with an aggregate forecast of demand, a 
mathematical programming model is used to optimize 
monthly values of production rate and work force level. 
The model incorporates a quadratic objective function, 
similar to that of the H.M.M.S. Linear Decision Rule, 
with a set of linear constraint equations.  The pro- 
duction rate established for any month is constrained 
by the capacity of the work force for that month. 
Beale's algorithm for quadratic programming solves the 
mathematical program by minimizing the total produc- 
tion rate change costs. 
2.1 Statement of the Aggregate Planning Problem 
Given the demand rate and the cost structure, the 
aggregate production planning problem can be stated 
(Ref.7:345 ): 
N 
minimize:  total cost =  J  f. (production rate, 
i=l 1 
work force level) (2.1) 
subject to: ith production rate constraint   (2.2) 
i = 1,2,...,N 
ith work force level constraint  (2.3) 
i = 1,2,...,N 
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ith inventory level constraint (2.4) 
i = 1,2,...,N 
over the planning horizon of N periods. 
The production planning problem is an aggregate 
one because the manufacture of multiple end products 
within a given time period is lumped into a single num- 
ber for the production rate, expressed in dollars 
per month.  Likewise, the total level of end products 
in inventory is lumped together in dollars.  Also, the 
total number of employees, taken from all the various 
fabrication activities, is lumped together into the 
work force level. 
The solution to this optimization problem has been 
solved in the literature using a variety of mathemati- 
cal techniques.  These techniques include classical 
calculus, linear programming, dynamic programming, and 
heuristic computer search methods (refer to Appendix  ). 
The solution is not a trivial one.  In the first place, 
the number of dimensions in the problem varies as twice 
the number of periods in the planning horizon; for a 
12 month problem, 24 values of production rate and work 
force level must be determined.  If the problem is 
enlarged to consider multiple or disaggregated pro- 
duction rates and multiple or disaggregated work force 
levels, the problem quickly increases in dimension to 
■2.6. 
the point of being mathematically intractable. 
In the second place, the inventory (backlog) re- 
lationship must hold for every time period in the plan- 
ning horizon.  The inventory can be negative; in this 
case it is called backlog: 
N N 
.\   Pi+VIN=     I     Di <2'5> 1=1 i=l 
where:  D. is the ith demand rate in doliars/month 
P. is the ith production rate in dollars/ 
month 
I~ is the level of starting inventory at 
the beginning of the 1st period in 
dollars 
I„ is the level of ending inventory at the 
end of the Nth period in dollars 
Prior to 1950, aggregate production planning, if 
attempted at all, was done by manual graphical methods 
(Ref.10:245).  The cumbersome nature of the manual 
methods resulted in managers working with "pure" pro- 
duction strategies (Ref.29:331) which attempted to 
optimize either the expense of stabilizing the work 
force or the expense of minimizing inventory, but not 
both.  As the methods of operations research grew, 
solutions to this problem, when analyzed, showed the 
incorporation of "mixed" strategies which optimized 
both the production rate and the work force level to 
minimize the overall costs. 
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Of the solution methods listed in the appendix, 
two deserve close attention.  The linear programming 
model (LP) by Hanssmann and Hess (Ref. 12:46) and the 
Linear Decision Rule (LDR) by Holt, Modigliani, and 
Simon (Ref. 14:1 ) are both built around the production 
rate change costs described in chapter one.  The LP 
model works with a linear cost structure in its ob- 
jective function and has constraint equations.  Each 
additional period in the LP planning horizon adds four 
additional variables to the objective function and 
adds three additional constraint equations.  The LDR 
model works with a quadratic cost structure and an un- 
constrained objective function.  Buffa has summarized 
the work of others comparing and contrasting the LP 
model with the LDR model (Ref. 8:213).  He concludes 
that while a purely linear cost structure or a purely 
quadratic cost structure may be an inadequate descrip- 
tion, the two models' performance with sample data is 
equivalent.  While industry has been hesitant to adopt 
any aggregate planning model, the LDR model has become 
the standard for comparison in the literature. 
The LDR model has been solved several different 
ways as the general availability of large mainframe 
digital computers has improved.  Holt and his colleagues 
originally used partial derivatives to generate a 
system of simultaneous linear equations which were 
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solved in matrix form.  Their solution took eight to 
twelve hours on a mechanical desk calculator (Ref. 13: 
109); they later reported a solution time in the order 
of five minutes on an early (1960) electronic digital 
computer!  In 1967 Taubert reported the application of 
a heuristic computer search routine called the Search 
Decision Rule (SDR) to solve the LDR model (Ref. 34: 
343).  Starting with a set of initial guesses for the 
production rate and work force level in each period, SDR 
uses an adaptive pattern search algorithm which tries 
to simultaneously improve the objective function in 
all dimensions.  While the search is not guaranteed 
to converge, SDR can evaluate the 24 dimension response 
surface in under 10 seconds of central processor time.* 
^Research on this thesis began by duplicating the SDR 
solution to a well documented LDR test case.  Tau- 
bert 's published Fortran SDR subroutine (Ref.8:586 ) 
was programmed on the Lehigh University CDC 6400 di- 
gital computer.  The main appeal of the approach was 
its potential to easily expand the problem's dimension 
to disaggregate the work force into several fabrica- 
tion activities.  Unfortunately, it was found that the 
production strategy, taken over the total planning 
horizon of the test case, was sensitive to the initial 
starting point.  Ten sets of starting points were 
randomly generated for the 10 month, 20 dimension test 
case.  Although the total cost between runs varied 
only 3.3%, the production rate in the same month 
fluctuated 11.9% and the work force level in the same 
month fluctuated 18.7%.  The SDR model was put aside. 
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In this thesis a constrained and modified form of the 
LDR model is solved using Beale's method of quadratic 
programming.  This quadratic programming incorporates 
both the constraints of the LP model with the quadratic 
cost structure of the LDR approach. 
The original unconstrained LDR model has the follow- 
ing form: 
N 
minimize: C =  J  C,W.     regular time cost 
+C2(Wi-Wi_1)2  hire/layoff cost 
+c3(Pi-c4wi)2+c5P.-c6w. 
overtime cost 
+C7(Ii-Cg- CgDi)2 inventory cost 
(2.6) 
where:  C is the total cost in $ 
C, to Cg are the cost coefficients 
D. is the ith demand rate in units/month 
I. is the ith inventory level in units 
P. is the ith production rate in units/ 
month 
W. is the ith work force level in the 
number of employees 
over the planning"horizon of N time periods 
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2.2 The Mathematical Model 
In this thesis the quadratic form of the LDR model 
was retained, and the individual terms were interpreted 
in the light of production rate change costs with con- 
straints : 
There is no incremental cost to produce at 
capacity.  Production capacity is directly related 
to labor's daily productivity and to the number 
of working days per month.  Production capacity 
is constrained to be less than regular time capa- 
city plus overtime capacity. 
There is no incremental cost to stabilize the 
work force level at the previous month's level. 
While the starting work force level is known, 
management constrains the work force level at 
the end of the planning horizon based on the labor 
budget.  The aggregate planning model then deter- 
mines the optimal employment schedule over the 
twelve month horizon. 
There is no incremental cost to produce exactly 
to the demand forecast.  While the starting 
backlog level is known, management constrains 
the backlog level at the end of the planning hori- 
zon based on its estimate of business conditions. 
The aggregate planning model then determines the 
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optimal production schedule over the twelve month 
horizon. 
The constrained aggregate planning model follows: 
N r 
minimize:  C=  £  C,(C,.W.-P.)z (2.7) 
overtime(idletime)cost 
+C3^Wi-Wi-l)2 
hire(layoff)cost 
+C,(P.-D.) Jinventory (backlog)cost 
subject to: P. < kC^W.     i=l,2,...,N        (2.8) 
capacity constraint 
WQ = Ws (2.9a) 
W± < Wfi        i=l,2,...,N-l      (2.9b) 
WN=W (2.9c) 
workforce constraint 
BQ =  Bs (2.10a) 
I0 =  Is (2.10b) 
I.   ,-B.   T-I.+B.+P.-D.^O (2.10c) l-l     l-l     1111 v ' 
i=l,2,...,N 
BN =  BE (2.10d) 
IN = IE (2.10e) 
inventory/backlog constraint 
Bi,Ii,Pi,Wi > 0 i=0,l,2,...,N      (2.11) 
where:      B„ is a constant equal to the ending backlog 
level in dollars 
B. is the ith aggregate backlog level in 
dollars 
B„ is a constant equal to the starting 
backlog level in dollars 
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C, to C, are the cost coefficients 
C*2i is the ith aggregate productivity coeffi- 
cient in dollars/employee/month; this 
number reflects the number of working 
days/month 
D. is the ith aggregate demand rate in 
doliars/month 
I-p is a constant equal to the ending inventory 
level in dollars 
I. is the ith aggregate inventory level in 
dollars 
I„ is a constant equal to the starting inven- 
tory level in dollars 
k is the maximum allowable overtime factor; 
k = 1.10 for 10% overtime 
P. is the ith aggregate production rate in 
dollars/month 
WT. is a constant used as an upper bound on 
the number of employees in the work force 
W„ is a constant equal to the ending number of 
employees in the work force 
W, is the ith aggregate work force level in 
the number of employees 
Wq is a constant equal to the starting number 
of employees in the work force. 
over the planning horizon of N=12 months. 
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Notice that since backlog is really negative inven- 
tory, only B. or I. will be active in any given time 
period, but not both.  Thus, for a 12 month model there 
are 48+3 variables, but only 36+2 are greater than zero. 
The optimization of the objective function involves 
minimizing the total costs over 12 months while satis- 
fying on a continuous basis the inventory (backlog) 
constraint, equation (2.10). 
Each of the 12 months of costs are made up of three 
symmetrical quadratic terms.  In Figure 2.1, it costs 
an equivalent amount of dollars for hours of idletime 
as for hours of overtime.  In Figure 2.2, it costs an 
equivalent amount of dollars to lay off a laborer as 
to hire a laborer.  In Figure 2.3, it costs an equiva- 
lent amount of dollars to increase the backlog level 
by some amount as to increase the inventory level by the 
same amount.  The simplicity of this model at the aggre- 
gate production planning level is intentional.  Although 
costs are not symmetrical in practice and productivity 
varies from month to month, this model is not intended 
to be used for high accuracy cost figures; but, rather, 
it is to be used to generate a set of nearly optimal 
boundary conditions for a feasible master production 
schedule. 
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Cost 
$/Month 
Cl<C2iW 
Overtime $ Current 
Work Force 
Idletime $ 
Figure 2.1  Overtime Versus Idletime Cost Structure 
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Employees Laid Off 
Cost 
$/Month 
c3(wi-wi_1)- 
Current 
Work Force 
Employees Hired 
(wi-wi_1) 
Figure 2.2 Layoff Versus Hiring Cost Structure 
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Backlog $ 
Cost 
$/Month 
Current 
Demand 
Inventory $ 
(P.-D.) 
Figure 2.3  Backlog Versus Inventory Cost Structure 
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In summary, these are the assumptions that im- 
plicitly limit this model and the advantages of this 
formulation over the original LDR model: 
The model assumes that the demand rate, D., is 
deterministic and can be accurately forecast 
12 months into the future. 
The model assumes that the cost structure, C-, , 
C~, and C,, are quadratic and symmetrical.  One 
limit to the accuracy of this model is the accu- 
racy of the cost coefficients. 
The model assumes that the product mix implicit 
in B., C2-, D., I., and P. does not shift appre- 
ciably over the 12 month planning horizon. 
The model assumes that the work force mix implicit 
in C2- does not shift appreciably during the ith 
month. 
The model fails to account for the time phased, 
multtechelon nature of the manufacturing organi- 
zation.  The model assumes that a given month's 
work force level is in whole responsible for that 
month's production rate. 
The model has the advantage that the monthly 
production capacity is constrained by both the 
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level of work force and the number of working 
days per month. 
The model has the advantage that the ending work 
force level and the ending backlog level are 
set by management according to predicted business „ 
conditions.  The quadratic programming then 
computes the best "mixed" production strategy 
to minimize the total production rate change 
costs while terminating at the given end conditions 
2.3 Method of Solution 
In order to understand the nature of the aggregate 
production planning problem, it is instructive to struc- 
ture the problem as one of finding the shortest path 
(or minimum cost path) through an acyclic network (Ref. 
11:50 ).  Figure 2.4 shows the network.  Each stage 
of the network represents a month in the planning hori- 
zon.  Each node (or state) in the network represents 
a discrete combination of backlog (inventory) level and 
work force level.  Each arc interconnecting the nodes 
represents the production rate change costs associated 
with the starting and ending backlog level and work 
force level for respective states in two successive 
stages.  Each arc also implies a production rate since 
the starting backlog, ending backlog, and demand rate 
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for that pair of states are all known: 
P. = D.+B. ,-B. (2.12a) 
1   1  l-l  l v 
P. => D.+B. ,+I. (2.12b) l    l  l-l  I v    ' 
P± = Di-Ii_1+Ii (2.13a) 
Pi = Di-Ii-rBi <2-13b> 
The problem is to find the least cost path from 
the starting node BQ, WQ through the network to the 
ending node B,2 Wio-  There are many combinations of 
paths through this network.* While the shortest path 
from start to finish will be the global minimum cost 
path, this path, in general, will not be merely the 
summation of the 12 local minimum cost paths between 
each pair of successive stages.  Since equation (2.10) 
must always be valid, the arc on the optimal cost path 
entering a stage and the arc on the optimal cost path 
leaving that same stage must intersect at the same 
*While the shortest path description of the problem 
is a dynamic programming formulation, the number of 
states to be enumerated for the two dimensional, 12 
stage model makes dynamic programming less attractive 
than quadratic programming.  There is a tradeoff.  The 
resolution of the production rate and work force level 
is too coarse when only a few states per stage are 
enumerated.  On the other hand, enumeration of a 
reasonable number of states per stage results in re- 
quirements for central processing time in excess of 
ten minutes and core memory in excess of 100,000 octal 
(32,768 decimal) memory addresses. 
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node (Ref. 36:273).  But in general, the ending state 
for the local minimum between stage i-1 and stage i, and 
the starting state for the local minimum between stage 
i and stage i+1 are not the identical node. 
From Simmons (Ref.30:242 ), the general form of the 
•quadratic programming problem follows: 
minimize:  Z = -C'X-X'DX (2.14) 
objective function 
subject to:  AX = b (2.15) 
constraint equations 
X > 0 (2.16) 
nonnegativity equations 
where:  C and X are n column vectors, A is a 
m-by-n matrix, b is a m row vector, and 
D is a n-by-n symmetric matrix.  There 
are n variables in the objective function 
and m constraint equations. 
Simmons states in Theorem 3.7 (Ref. 30:89 ), "If 
the function f(X) is defined and convex over the closed 
convex set X in Euclidean n-space, then any constrained 
local minimum of f(X) in X is a global minimum over X." 
If the objective function can be shown to be convex, 
and if the set of constraint equations can be shown to 
be convex, then the quadratic programming can be used 
to compute the global minimum. 
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Theorem 3.4 from Simmons (Ref. 30:84 ) states, "Any 
positive definite quadratic form q(X) = X'DX, where D 
is symmetric, is a convex function over all of the 
Euclidean n-space."  Showing that the matrix D is 
positive definite, along with the notion that the lin- 
ear function C'X is both convex and concave, and the 
notion that the sum of two convex functions is also 
convex are the arguments that the whole objective 
function is convex. 
For the 12 month aggregate production planning 
objective function, equation (2.7), the symmetric 
matrix D is 24 rows by 24 columns.  This matrix is 
sparsely populated with a total of 70 elements, 24 
elements of which are on the main diagonal.  Matrix D 
was found to be positive definite by decomposing the 
matrix by the Cholesky decomposition algorithm (Ref. 31: 
139  ).  This algorithm is the heart of the IMSL 
Fortran subroutine LUDECP located at the Lehigh Uni- 
versity Computing Center and run on the university's 
CDC 6400 digital computer.  Using this subroutine, a 
symmetrical matrix which is not positive definite will 
not be decomposed by the Cholesky algorithm and will 
generate an error code. 
Once more, Simmons states in Theorem 3.6 (Ref. 30: 
87), "The feasible region of a mathematical program 
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is a convex set if the following sufficient conditions 
are met: 
For all constraints gi(X) <_ b. , the function g. 
is convex. 
For all constraints g.(X) = b., the function g. 
is linear. 
For all constraints g. (X) <_  b., the function g. 
is concave." 
There are 41 constraint equations for the 12 month 
aggregate production planning model, equations (2.8) 
through (2.10) but not including the nonnegativity 
constraint (2.11).  Each month introduces 4 additional 
variables, B. , I., P., and W., into the set of con- 
straint equations; either B. or I. is greater than 
zero for a given month, but not both.  For each indi- 
vidual month, the set of three constraint equations 
is a convex set by Theorem 3.6.  Figure 2.5 shows 
this convex set drawn in two dimensions, P. and W.. 
The third variable B- (1^) along with the given value 
of demand rate, D., defines an iso-production line 
as shown.  The optimal values of P. and W. for that 
month lie somewhere along the iso-production line. 
Since the objective function is known to be convex, 
and since the set of constraint equations is known to 
be convex, a cost minimum found by quadratic program- 
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Figure 2.5  Convex Feasible Region 
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ming will be the overall or global cost minimum. 
The 12 month aggregate production planning model 
was solved using Beale's method for quadratic pro- 
gramming.  BEALE is part of the mathematical program- 
ming optimization package, MPOS, written by Northwest- 
ern University available at the Lehigh University Com- 
puting Center.  MPOS runs on the university's CDC 
6400 digital computer.  It includes linear, integer, and 
quadratic programming algorithms based on the simplex 
method. 
The aggregate model is defined in terms of 51 
variable names, 49 quadratic terms and 12 linear terms 
in the objective function, and 41 constraint equations. 
BEALE adds additional slack, artificial, and free 
variables bringing the total number of variables to 93. 
BEALE with the 12 month aggregate model occupies 63,600 
octal words* of core memory.  BEALE finds the optimal 
solution in 78 iterations which require a total of 
10.4 seconds of central processor time   (CDC-6400 
digital computer). BEALE works with continuous rather 
than discrete variables for the production rates and 
work force levels. 
A utility program was written in Fortran to format 
*63,600 octal equals 26,496 decimal 
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the large number of objective function terms and con- 
straint equations required as input to MPOS.  This 
utility program inputs the monthly values of demand 
rate, number of working days, and work force limits 
along with the cost structure, overtime factor, pro- 
ductivity factor, and starting and ending boundary 
conditions; it outputs a deck of punched cards in 
packed MPOS format.  After running BEALE, the set of 
optimum monthly production rates and monthly work 
force levels are transcribed to a second Fortran pro- 
gram where the total production rate change cost is 
computed, and where the master production schedule is 
developed. 
Beale's method, first published in 1955 and de- 
scribed in detail by Simmons (Ref.30:242), is a 
"classical hill climbing" optimization procedure.  The 
method establishes an optimality criterion-for the 
entering basic variable in the simplex tableau and a 
feasibility criterion for the leaving basic variable 
in the simplex tableau which are based on the calculus 
of partial derivatives.  Like regular simplex, Beale's 
method starts from the origin and moves off in the 
direction in n-space which shows the greatest improve- 
ment to the objective function.  But unlike regular 
simplex, Beale's method does not pivot only at extreme 
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points.  Instead, the method pivots when either the 
direction towards optimization crosses a boundary of 
the feasible region or when the direction towards 
optimization becomes tangent to an iso-cost contour 
of the quadratic objective function. 
2.4 Using the Model 
Monthly updates to the aggregate demand rate 
come from the product marketing manager.  In practice, 
a "rolling forecast" is used where the previous month's 
forecast is dropped, the remaining eleven months of 
forecast make up the start of the current forecast, and 
one additional month is tacked on to the end.  The 
product marketing manager monitors both the business 
conditions and the forecast error from his most recent 
forecasts.  On a quarterly basis, the 12 month forecast 
may be readjusted to reflect change in the expected 
order picture; obviously there is more flexibility in 
adjusting the last six months of the forecast than 
there is in changing the forecast for the immediate 
future.  The timing of the quarterly update is based 
on the fiscal year of the company; for example, quarters 
begin November first, February first, May first, and 
August first. 
There are seven parameters which management must 
estimate in order to use the aggregate production plan- 
ning model: 
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C,, the quadratic coefficient for overtime and 
2 idletime co,st in dollars/(month-dollars ) 
C«, the aggregate productivity in dollars/ 
employee/day. 
C2i = (c2)(working days)i (2.17) 
Co, the quadratic coefficient for hiring and 
2 
layoff cost in dollars/(month-employee ) 
C, , the quadratic coefficient for backlog and 
2 
inventory cost in dollars/(month-dollars ) 
k, the maximum allowable overtime factor, for 
10% overtime k = 1.10 
B-|2» the aggregate backlog level in dollars at the 
end of the 12th month 
W.2> the aggregate work force level in employees 
at the end of the 12th month 
Management estimates are the starting points for 
the values of these seven parameters.  In most cases 
cost accounting will be of little help in establishing 
the proper numerical value.  The estimates are refined 
by successive approximation by comparing the output 
from the model with actual operations data taken over 
several months.  In addition, sensitivity analysis 
performed on the cost structure can be used to help 
fit the quadratic cost shape over a realistic range of 
actual operating conditions. 
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For example, the following kinds of questions can 
be asked: 
For the case of maintaining constant backlog, when 
is it more cost effective to work overtime than 
to hire an additional employee: 
For the ith month in equation (2.7): 
(2.18) 
at constant backlog, the breakeven point is: 
(2.19) 
Cl<C2iW2 = C3(Wi"Wi-l)2 
D. = P. = (C2.. 1 cf wi H 
C3 
C^Wi-l 
but by definition, overtime exists for 
Pi > C2iWi=l (2.20) 
therefore, while maintaining constant backlog, 
it is more cost effective to work overtime 
than to hire in the range: 
:2.wi_1<pi = D^cc^-j^ +j^±_1 
for W. > W,_1 (2.21) 
For the case of producing to capacity, when is 
it more cost effective to let the backlog level 
increase than to hire an additional employee? 
For the ith month in equation (2.7): 
C3(Wi"W.-l)2 = C4(Pi-D±)2 (2.22) 
when producing to capacity, the breakeven 
point is 
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pi "-^5 Wi + Di -"Jcf wi-l     <2-23> 
by definition, the backlog level increases 
when: 
■Pi < D. (2.24) 
therefore, while producing to capacity, it 
is more cost effective to let the backlog 
level increase than to hire in the range: 
c F"c Di<pi<|cf wi + Di- -Jc^Vi 
for Wi > W±_1 (2.25) 
Finally, the aggregate production planning model, 
in anticipation of demand rate changes over the 12 month 
planning horizon, should establish the proper timing 
for production rate changes.  These production rate 
changes are implemented through scheduled overtime and 
idletime, scheduled hiring and layoff, and scheduled 
shifts in backlog and inventory levels.  To demonstrate 
this the transient response of the model was tested. 
Tables 2.1 to 2.3 and Figures 2.6 to 2.9 detail 
a typical transient response test.  The demand rate was 
pulsed in the sixth and seventh months by a ±100% 
change; the starting and ending work force levels were 
set equal, and the starting and ending backlog levels 
were set to zero.  The non-symmetrical response is due 
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TABLE 2.1  TRANSIENT RESPONSE MODEL PARAMETERS 
starting work force = 12 employees 
starting inventory = 0 dollars 
starting backlog   = 0 dollars 
ending work force  = 12 employees 
ending inventory   = 0 dollars 
ending backlog     = 0 dollars 
overtime factor    = 1.10 
Month #Days Cl c2. C3 C4 
NOV 20 6.940 11.60 250.0 0.400 
DEC 19 6.940 11.02 250.0 0.400 
0.4j>0 JAN 22 6.940 12.76 250.0 
FEB 19 6.940 11.02 250.0 0.400 
MAR 22 6.940 12.76 250.0 0.400 
APR 20 6.940 11.60 250.0 0.400 
MAY 22 6.940 12.76 250.0 0.400 
JUN 22 6.940 12.76 250.0 0.400 
JUL 20 6.940 11.60 250.0 0.400 
AUG 21 6.940 12.18 250.0 0.400 
SEP 21 6.940 12.18 250.0 0.400 
OCT 22 6.940 12.76 250.0 0.400 
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to the fact that the first half of the fiscal year has 
six fewer working days than the second half of the 
fiscal year.  In this test, inventory builds up in anti- 
cipation of the step increase in demand rate, while 
backlog builds up in anticipation of the step decrease 
in demand rate.  The production rate can be seen to be 
constrained by the work force level; the rate increases 
and decreases as laborers are hired and laid off, re- 
spectively.  The transient response clearly shows a 
mixed production strategy. 
Chapter 3 addresses the problem of how to disaggre- 
gate the output of the aggregate planning model.  In 
particular, the aggregate dollars per product type per 
month of production rate must be broken down into the 
number of units required on the master production 
schedule.  The aggregate work force in employees must 
be broken down into the number of hours available per 
department per week.  This disaggregation of the work 
force is complicated by the time phased, multi-echelon 
nature of the product structure in a real manufacturing 
organization.  Together the units/product type/month 
and the hours/department/week form realistic boundary 
conditions from which the master production schedule 
is generated. 
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CHAPTER 3 
The Master Production Schedule 
This chapter develops the structure of the master 
production scheduling problem from management's "top- 
down" point of view. Products are built to stock, not 
to order, to keep product availability to a reasonable 
period of time. The production rate is established by 
both the order rate forecast and by any order backlog. 
To minimize the commitment of the firm's resources, 
the capital invested in work-in-process inventory and in 
labor hours of production capacity must be carefully 
planned and coordinated.  The product structure is used 
to define the precedence relationships between the pur- 
chasing and the fabrication activities necessary to 
manufacture the product.  The planning horizon of the 
master schedule must be long enough to include the to- 
tality of a manufacturing cycle. 
Ultimately decisions are made about the quantity 
and the timing of each production run.  Scheduling a 
few well spaced runs, each of a large quantity, will 
minimize the setup cost, but will result in a large 
inventory investment.  Scheduling many runs spaced 
close together, each of a small quantity, will minimize 
the inventory investment, but will result in higher 
setup costs. 
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3.1 Disaggregation of the Production Rate 
There are four sources of information available 
to help define the customer's order rate.  The first, 
discussed in Chapter 2, is the projection of the aggre- 
gate dollar volume of orders; this order forecast is 
updated monthly by the product marketing manager. 
The order forecast by individual product is the 
second source of order information.  This document 
lists the total volume of orders by product from an ac- 
cumulation of the daily order statistics from the pre- 
vious month.  A simple exponential smoothing program 
is used to forecast an order level by product for the 
future.  This forecast, right or wrong, determines the 
product mix on the master production schedule. 
The third source of information is the current 
order backlog which is developed from the order process- 
ing  data base.  Incoming customer orders are booked by 
product type with the quantity ordered and the tenta- 
tive acknowledged shipment date.  While much of the 
current order backlog can be shipped out by the end of 
the month, some of this backlog represents contractual 
commitments for shipment well into the future.  Custom- 
ers as well as manufacturers plan their cash flow; they 
may be restricted in the timing of their capital pur- 
chases.  Sometimes, a customer's order represents the 
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purchase of a component part for a larger system; 
the larger system is to be shipped to the customer's 
customer at a predetermined future date according to 
contract.  If the backlog in any month exceeds the or- 
der forecast for that month, then the production schedule 
should reflect the larger quantity of the two. 
The last source of order information is a physical 
count of the products left in finished goods inventory. 
In some sense, the level of finished goods inventory is 
a statement about the confidence level felt towards 
the product order forecast.  If manufacturing produces 
a large quantity of a given product, and that product 
sits in the warehouse unsold, then the product order 
forecast is in error.  Of course, this is a question of 
degree.  When many products are scheduled, the plant may 
be in an aggregate backlog position while individual pro- 
ducts may have finished goods inventories. 
Consider a manufacturing organization that produces 
only one product.  Then, the monthly production rates 
and the end of the month backlog (or inventory) levels 
which are the output of the aggregate production planning 
model of Chapter 2 would pertain to that single product. 
To convert from the aggregate thousands of dollars to 
units of product, it would only be necessary to divide 
by the product's list price and round off to an integer 
value. 
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.,N months (3. 1) 
. N months (3. 2) 
. N months 
<
3
: 
■ 3) 
.N months (3. .4) 
Let [f.] equal the largest integer less than or 
equal to f.. Then, the following relationships hold 
for manufacturing a single product: 
P± = [(P±/£)+.5]    i = 1,2, 
bi = KBi/£)+.5]    i = 1,2, 
±±  = [(Ii/£)+.53    i = 1,2, 
di = p± i = 1,2, 
where B., I., P. are defined in Chapter 2. 
b. is the backlog level at the end of the i , 
month in units, 
d. is the demand rate for the single product in the 
i ,• month in units; this is an input for the 
master production schedule model, 
i. is the inventory level at the end of the i , 
month in units 
£  is the list price in dollars 
p. is the production rate in the i , month in 
units. 
If management expect to ship P. dollars of product 
in the i , month, then there must be at least P. dollars 
of production completed before the end of that month, 
and there must at least be P. dollars of new orders plus 
shippable backlog in that month (Ref.27:105).  Shipments 
are either production limited or order limited.  It is 
important that the value of production scheduled to be 
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completed on the master production schedule matches 
management's expectation. 
As soon as the manufacturing organization produces 
more than one product, disaggregation of the production 
rate becomes considerably more complicated (Ref.17:307). 
Every product in the product line must be scheduled for 
production, not just the most profitable ones.* The 
monthly production rates in thousands of dollars, an 
output from the aggregate production plan of Chapter 2, 
must be converted into a set of consistent production 
rates for the number of units of each individual pro- 
duct required in each month of the master schedule plan- 
ning horizon. 
For the manufacturing of multiple products, the 
following "product mix" procedure is used: 
* Disaggregation of the production rate by linear pro- 
gramming (Ref.38:B534) will not work if the objective 
function is to either maximize sales or to maximize 
profit margin.  In the first case, only those products 
with the highest list price will be scheduled.  In the 
second case, only those products with the greatest mar- 
gin of profit will be scheduled.  In neither case will 
every product be scheduled.  Adding additional constraint 
equations to insure the minimal production of every pro- 
duct implies that the optimal disaggregation is known. 
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0- 
1. Sum the products of the product forecast times the 
product list price. 
m 
V = I    f.z. i = l,2,...m products  (3.5) 
i=l 
2. Compute the percentage of product mix for each pro- 
duct. 
f .£. 
kj = -^J. x 100% j = k,2,...m products (3.6) 
3. For each month in the master schedule planning 
horizon, compute the disaggregation for each pro- 
duct. 
pii = Piki    i = 1'2,*•''N months    <3-7) J
    j = 1,2,...,m products 
4. Consider any future known backlog commitments 
(Ref. 22:8). 
(v 
pi- = maxjb1J  i = 1,2,...,N months    (3.8) 
(. ij  j = 1,2, . . . ,m products 
5. Round the product demand input to the master pro- 
duction schedule to integer values. 
dii = [pii + '5] i = 1'2' • * "N months 0.9) J
      j = 1,2,...,m products 
where b.. is the number of units of backlog for 
the j , product acknowledged for the 
i ■.   month 
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f.  is the product forecast in units for the j , 
product 
p.  is the aggregate production rate in thousands 
of dollars for the i , month; this is an output 
from the aggregate production plan. 
This procedure is not limited in the number of dif- 
ferent products it can disaggregate.  It insures that 
the scheduled product mix will be equivalent to the 
forecast product mix.  It also insures that the dollar 
value of the aggregation of products scheduled for com- 
pletion by the master production schedule in a given 
month will at least equal the dollar value of manage- 
ment's aggregate plan for that month. 
3.2  The Product Structure 
Most manufacturing organizations are multi-echelon 
in nature.  Purchased raw materials pass through several 
stages of fabrication where labor is used to convert 
the raw materials first into subassemblies and then into 
finished goods.  The timing of the progress of the work- 
in-process through this multi-echelon network of acti- 
vities is critical to the dual objective of maximizing 
the availability of the right product mix while mini- 
mizing the commitment of manufacturing resources.  In 
order to intelligently disaggregate the monthly work 
force levels (a set of outputs from the aggregate pro- 
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duction plan of Chapter 2), both the product structure 
and the manufacturing cycle time must be considered. 
It is assumed that each product in the product 
line is marketed independently of every other product. 
The customer does not perceive any dependence of one 
product on another.  For such independent demand a 
forecasting technique such as simple exponential smooth- 
ing (Ref.26:110) is commonly employed to estimate the 
probable level of order activity for each product. 
Orlicky (Ref.27:73) was the first to distinguish between 
independent demand and dependent demand.  He reasoned 
that while the demand for the end product was indepen- 
dent and should be forecast, the demand for subassemblies 
and other materials going into the end product was de- 
pendent and should be computed from the bill of ma- 
terials . 
The product structure goes one step further by not 
only identifying the parts lists and quantity relation- 
ships between the various stages of assembly, but also 
by identifying the location of the fabrication activity 
where those materials are first required.  MRP, materials 
requirements planning (Ref.24:33 ), takes the product 
structure information and time phases the planned pur- 
chase order release for each and every purchased part 
and the planned work order release for each and every 
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fabricated part.  In this way, the quantities of end 
products scheduled for completion on the master pro- 
duction schedule are "exploded" downward into particular 
quantities of parts required to be purchased or fabri- 
cated starting at particular times.  This insures that 
the multi-echelon organization will dovetail its opera- 
tions together. 
The product structure is a detailed document listing, 
in some cases, literally hundreds of purchased parts and 
dozens of subassembly fabrications for each end product. 
While this level of detail is too complicated for a 
master production schedule model, the precedence rela- 
tionships and the time phasing implied by the product 
structure are crucial to the development of a feasible 
schedule.  Figure 3.1 shows the basic construction of an 
aggregated product structure which preserves the most 
important information. 
In this figure, a fabrication activity is seen to 
follow a purchasing activity.  The arc connecting node 
1 to node 2 represents the lead time'for the purchasing 
activity.  Since this is an aggregated product structure, 
the lead time is that time from placing a purchase order 
for the first of many parts until receiving at the 
factory the last of many parts; all the parts are struc- 
tured to go into that particular fabrication activity. 
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This aggregated lead time could be used to model the 
parallel lead times of several vendors all feeding into 
one particular fabrication activity.  The arc connecting 
node 2 to node 3 represents the manufacturing cycle time 
for the fabrication activity.  The cycle time starts 
when all of the necessary purchased parts are on the 
production floor and ends when the last of that produc- 
tion run of completed subassemblies becomes available 
for the next upstream fabrication activity (Ref. 1:24). 
The required labor hours of production capacity ne- 
cessary to build the scheduled quantity of that fabri- 
cated part must fall within the cycle time. 
*c  
=
 
CQ+ *S  + ^ (3-10) 
where t is the fabrication activity cycle time in 
weeks 
t0 is the fabrication activity queue time in 
weeks 
tR is the fabrication activity run time in weeks 
t„ is the fabrication activity setup time in 
weeks. 
Also shown in Figure 3.1 is the concept that a 
fabrication activity adds value to the work-in-process 
inventory (Ref.28:73).  By the end of the fabrication 
activity cycle time, the value added equals the standard 
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material cost plus the standard labor cost plus the 
standard overhead cost for that subassembly. 
Aggregate product structures of any complexity 
may be built up, as shown in Figure 3.2, from a series, 
parallel, and/or tree connected network of fabrication 
activities.  Each starting node of a single or parallel 
fabrication activity is preceded by a purchasing acti- 
vity.  Working backwards from the scheduled completion 
time of the end product, the left node marking an acti- 
vity indicates the starting time for that activity and 
the right node marking an activity indicates the com- 
pletion time for that activity.* Working, backwards from 
* MRP can be considered as a critical path network 
(Ref. 23:7 ).  The completion week for a production run 
is scheduled on the master production schedule.  Planned 
work order release weeks for each fabricated part and 
planned purchase order release weeks for each purchased 
part are computed by subtracting the appropriate sequence 
of known cycle times and lead times from the required 
completion week.  The network is often a tree with some 
of its branches made up of several fabrication acti- 
vities in series.  In the planning phase, every path is 
a critical path.  But in the implementation phase, 
where actual lead times are not equal to planned lead 
times, and where actual cycle times are not equal to 
planned cycle times, some of the paths through the net- 
work may develop slack time.  When this occurs, the pri- 
ority of a subassembly on a critical path being built 
in a fabrication department is higher than the priority 
of a second subassembly not on a critical path being 
built in the same fabrication department (Ref.19:115). 
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the scheduled quantity of the end product, the labor 
hours required for each fabrication activity is just 
the run size times the standard hours per unit for that 
subassembly level.  Purchasing activities have no quan- 
tities associated with them; they serve only to insure 
that adequate lead time exists between the present time 
and the start of a fabrication activity.  The master 
production schedule is infeasible if there is insuffi- 
cient lead time to procure purchased parts or if there 
is insufficient capacity within the cycle time of a 
fabrication activity (Ref. 22:20).  In this thesis, both 
lead times and cycle times are considered to be known. 
The advantage of using the aggregate product struc- 
ture approach is that the network representing these 
time-precedence relationships can be described by a set 
of linear constraint equations (Ref.36:225): 
Let x.• equal the number of units of a particular 
product scheduled to start in the j , week 
for the i , fabrication (or purchasing) 
activity. 
Let x, p equal the number of units of a particular 
product scheduled to start in the £ , week 
for the k , fabrication (or purchasing) 
activity. 
Then x^ - xk£ = 0 (3.11) 
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where activity i follows activity k according 
to the product structure and (j-&) represents 
the weeks of cycle time (or lead time). 
Figure 3.3 shows the variable names required to 
model several weeks of scheduling for two products. 
Each product has the same aggregate product structure 
consisting of two fabrication activities and two pur- 
chasing activities.  For each week of product completion, 
four equations of the form 3.11 describe the aggregate 
product structure. 
Some remarks are in order for this scheme. 
1. The total number of variable names required equals 
the number of products times the number of weeks 
in the planning horizon times the number of nodes 
in the aggregate product structure. 
2. Additional boundary condition equations are neces- 
sary to account for units which have been previously 
scheduled and are still in process. 
3. x.• = 0 for weeks and activities where nothing is 
scheduled to start. 
4. If the aggregate product structure is identical 
for several products in terms of its network shape 
and equivalent cycle times (or lead times) for 
respective fabriction (or purchasing) activities, 
then that aggregate product structure describes 
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a "product family." Products within the same pro- 
duct family may have different value added by the 
fabrication activity for equivalent cycle times. 
5. If X.. > 0 for a purchasing activity for a week 
when there is insufficient lead time for procurement,a 
penalty cost could be included in the objective 
function to "push out" the schedule to increase the 
lead time. 
6. The total required labor hours for a given week for 
a given fabrication activity can be accumulated and 
compared against the work force capacity constraint 
from the aggregate production plan of Chapter 2 
as follows: 
I   I 
j I 
Xiihj^ 
t < wt (3.12) 
for i = 1,2,...N months 
j = 1,-2,...N products 
H       fabrication activities 
t  weeks 
where h.. is the number of standard hours of labor 
to build the S. ,    subassembly of the j , 
product (linearly spread over the number 
of weeks of cycle time t  ). 
w.  is the weekly aggregate work force capa- 
city in hours. 
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3.3 Elements of the Master Production Schedule 
The choice of a planning horizon for the master 
production schedule involves a trade off.* If the 
planning horizon is too long, management is investing 
its capital to build a finished goods inventory with a 
static product mix; since the product forecast is dynamic 
with time, the current product mix is likely to be wrong 
in the future.  If the planning horizon is too short, 
there is insufficient lead time to procure the neces- 
sary quantity of purchased parts; should the production 
rate change there is insufficient time to hire and 
train additional employees. 
As the scheduled completion date of a production 
run approaches, it becomes much more likely that customer 
orders will have been booked for that run.  Once an order 
is booked, the product's model number, quantity, and 
option configuration are all known.  It is a simple 
matter to allocate appropriate production resources to 
produce that order.  Building to order has a high degree 
* The effect of the length of the planning horizon 
on the stability of dynamic lot size models has been 
the subject of continuing research (Ref. 20:713).  One 
recent empirical stopping rule states that the planning 
horizon should extend five times the length of an 
EOQ, economic order quantity, period. 
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of certainty, while building to stock has a low degree 
of certainty.  Building to stock is necessitated by the 
long manufacturing cycle time plus purchasing lead time 
for the product.  Ideally, as this total time is re- 
duced (by better product design, by different product 
structuring, or by better vendor relations), the degree 
of order certainty increases. 
Actual lead times are determined by vendors ex- 
ternal to the manufacturing organization.  Vendors are 
often unwilling or unable to reduce their lead time to 
the manufacturing organization.  For example, as the 
vendor's customer, the manufacturer may be too small in 
purchased parts volume to have any influence on how the 
vendor conducts business; there may be certain contrac- 
tual agreements; the vendor himself may be overextended 
and suffering from an excessive order backlog.  On the 
other hand, actual cycle times are determined by fabri- 
cation activities internal to the manufacturing organi- 
zation.  In general, cycle times are shorter than lead 
times.  Cycle times may be reduced further by scheduling 
a frequent number of small run quantities.  The level of 
inventory investment can be reduced whenever the lead 
time and/or the cycle time is reduced. 
Figure 3.4 illustrates the concept of a minimum 
planning horizon (Ref. 22:17).  The aggregate product 
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structure is given in this figure.  In this example, the 
longest path through the product structure is eight 
weeks; the production runs are spaced one week apart. 
At the present time, purchasing would be releasing pur- 
chase orders for both run 8 - fab activity A and run 6 - 
fab activity B.  At the present time, fabrication ac- 
tivity A would be starting run 4.  At the present time, 
fabrication activity B would be starting run 2.  Run 0 
would have just been completed in final assembly.  No- 
tice that runs in process, run 1 through run 8, could 
be delayed or "pushed out" in time.  But run 9 would be 
the first run that could be scheduled any earlier or 
"pulled in."  If the firm were building to order, a 
customer requesting a customized product today would 
have to wait a minimum of eight weeks (and probably 
longer since runs are usually not scheduled every week). 
Low level work-in-process is scheduled through the 
multi-echelon system to completion; it is never scrapped 
except by an engineering change order (Ref. 2:29 ). 
Therefore, over the short term, the master production 
schedule should not be too "nervous" (Ref. 9:755 ) 
When the master production schedule is revised due to 
updated order information, there must not be violent 
shifts in the run quantity or run timing of subassem- 
blies started as work-in-process from the last schedule. 
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It is common practice to split the planning horizon 
into two parts.  The near term part, which is at least 
as long as the longest path through the fabrication 
activities plus a percentage of the longest lead time, 
is an exact duplication of the corresponding time period 
on the last master production schedule.  The far term 
part adds additional production runs to the end of the 
planning horizon.  These new runs reflect an updated 
product mix. 
For each production month and for each individual 
product, the master scheduler must determine both the 
production run quantity and -the production run fre- 
quency.  How are the product demand, the work force 
capacity, the setup cost, the inventory investment 
cost, and the manufacturing cycle time interrelated? 
Consider a single product which requires a single 
fabrication activity for its manufacture.  Figure 3.5 
is a plot of the production run quantity versus the 
production run frequency for this product for a single 
month in the planning horizon.  The product demand, 
which is the monthly production rate from the aggre- 
gate production plan by equation (3.4).is drawn as a 
hyperbola of constant demand. 
di = qi fri (3'13) 
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Figure 3^5 Production Run Quantity Versus Production 
Run Frequency 
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where fr. is the production run frequency; the 
number of production runs scheduled for 
completion in the i , month, 
q.  is the production run quantity in units/ 
run scheduled for completion in the i , 
month. 
Similarly, the hours of work force capacity, from 
the aggregate production plan of Chapter 2, can be ex- 
pressed in terms of run quantity and run frequency. 
The hyperbola representing the units of capacity must 
lie above the hyperbola representing the units demanded. 
The feasible operating range of the single fabrication 
activity lies between the two curves. 
Hi/h = qi fri   i = 1'2'•'•'N months  (3-14) 
where h is the standard hours of labor to build 
the product in hours/unit 
H. is the aggregate hours of work force 
capacity available for the i , month 
H. hours/month = (W. workers)(hours/worker- 
day) (days/month). 
W^ is the aggregate number of workers from 
the aggregate plan of Chapter 2. 
Next, consider the setup cost.  Setup cost is 
usually taken to be independent of the production run 
quantity.  In a practical sense, there may be good 
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reasons other than cost to limit the total number of 
production setups in a given month.  For example, the 
number of stockroom workers and/or the amount of ma- 
terial handling equipment may realistically limit the 
number of setups that are achievable.  Setups occur in 
an integer number per month.  For example, it may make 
sense to schedule one, two, three, or four setups for 
a particular month. 
A±  = kx fr.    i = 1,2,...N months    (3.15) 
where A. is the total setup cost in dollars for the 
i , month 
k, is the individual setup cost in dollars 
per production run. 
Figure 3.6 shows two simplified alternative master 
schedules for producing the same total quantity of pro- 
duct in one month.  The inventory investment cost is 
related to the area under the inventory dollar versus 
time curve for each production run (Ref. 32:299). 
I± =  r tc fr± q-^^ + ^ VL)  1=1,2, . . . ,N months 
(3.16) 
for k2 = fr t (3.17) 
where I. is the total inventory investment cost 
in dollars for the i , month 
kj  is a constant in run-weeks 
r is the inventory carrying charge in 
dollars/dollar/week 
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t is the fabrication activity cycle time in weeks 
vM is the fabrication activity's value added to 
standard material in dollars/unit 
v, is the fabrication activity's value added to 
standard labor and overhead in dollars/unit. 
In the top half of Figure 3.6, a single run of 
quantity d. is assigned a manufacturing cycle time of 
4 weeks.  In the bottom half of the figure, two runs 
each of quantity d./2 are each assigned a manufacturing 
cycle time of 2 weeks.  The total area under the in- 
ventory dollar versus time curve for the case of two 
shorter runs can be seen to be half the area under the 
curve for the single production run.  In fact, as long 
as equation (3.17)holds, inventory investment cost is 
directly related to the production run quantity. 
I± = k3 q± (3.18) 
for k~ = r t fr(vM + T VL^ ^n run~dollars/unit 
(3.19) 
The setup cost which is directly related to the 
production run frequency and the inventory investment 
cost which is directly related to the production run 
quantity can now be interrelated. 
For the single product case: 
c± = \ + 1± i = 1,2,...,N months   (3.20) 
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Ci = klfri + k3qi * =  1'2'•••,N months (3-21) 
d. 
1 C±  = kx — + k3qi  i = 1,2,...,N months (3.22) 
where C. is the total operational cost in dollars 
for the i v month. 
Equation (3.22) is a second order equation; differen- 
tiating to find the minimum cost gives: 
a
 (C, ) = 0 = V1 + kQ (3.23) dq. v a/   u      2    3 
which results in the familiar EOQ formula: 
1i =' 
k,d. 1 I 2k1di 
i  ]"T^ = "]r V^VV (3.24) 
*  d_. 
and  fr. = -^    i = 1,2,...,N months     (3.25) 
where fr. is the optimal production run frequency 
q.  is the optimal production run quantity. 
Note that both fr. and q. should be rounded to l    Hx 
integer values. 
Figure 3.7 shows the production run quantity versus 
production run frequency curve superimposed with the 
inventory investment cost versus the setup cost curve. 
The feasible operating region is bounded from below by 
the period demand hyperbola, from above by the work 
force capacity hyperbola, and by practical considera- 
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tions about both the maximum number of runs per month 
and the maximum number of dollars per month management 
is willing to invest.  Lines of constant cost are de- 
fined by equation(3.21). The minimum total operational 
cost is the point where the least cost line is just 
tangent to the period demand hyperbola. 
This point of minimum operational cost, shown in 
Figure 3.8, can be related to the period demand. 
Rearrange equation(3.21): 
fr
 
=
 & ~ vr i (3-26) Ki    Ki 
Substitute equation(3.26)into equation(3.13): 
At the minimum point where the two curves are 
tangent: 
^(d) = ° -£- 2E7*1 <3"28> 
"1     ~1 
%iin " 2kT q™^ " W- (3.29) w3 
Likewise, equation(3.21)may be rearranged to give: 
q = £- " TT1 fr (3.30) 
K3   3 
By similar arguments: 
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Figure 3.8 Minimum Operational Cost 
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d
 
=
 If - EJ fr2 (3-31) 
3T?(d> ' ° " ^ " 2 EJ fr »-32> 
fr
min-5^ <3'33> 
But, by equation (3.13),at the minimum point: 
d
- <2EJ><2^> -g^ (3.34) 
C
min " 2 l|*lk3 (3'35> 
As the demand for the product fluctuates, a family 
of constant demand hyperbolas is created.  In every case, 
the minimum operational cost occurs where the least 
cost line is just tangent to the demand curve.  If the 
locus of cost minimums is traced out for increasing de- 
mand, then it can be seen that both the production run 
quantity and the production run frequency increase to 
maintain the tangent point.  But, as the demand de- 
creases, a point will be reached where it is consider- 
ably more expensive to build one run of a few products 
than it is to not build any product that month; the 
backlog position for that one product is increased. 
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\ 
In" a multi-echelon system, the setup cost equation 
must be modified.  In this thesis it is assumed that 
lower level fabrication activities are scheduled lot 
for lot with the final assembly level. 
Aij = frij<kll+k12+---+klPj <3'36) 
i = 1, 2, . . . , N months 
j = 1,2,...,m products 
where A. . is the total setup cost in dollars for 
the j , product scheduled for completion 
in the i , month 
fr.. is the production run frequency, the 
number of runs of the j , product sche- 
duled for completion in the i , month 
(k,£). is the individual activity setup cost for 
the H  , fabrication activity relating 
to the j , product. 
In a multi-echelon system the inventory investment 
cost equation must also be modified.  The inventory 
investment cost becomes the summation of the individual 
holding costs for the-value added by each level of 
fabrication activity (Ref26:475).  The individual hold- 
ing costs start in the week that the fabrication activi- 
ty is scheduled to start; the individual holding costs 
terminate in the week that the product is estimated to 
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be  shipped  to  the  customer. 
J12 
Jll 
xij = £=L (rt frij q±j <vMl + JVH).) + 
L22 
L ,Crtfru <±j (% + IVJ) + J
21 
L£2 
■jLL   (rt frij qij(V? %>:!> (3'37a) 
=    1 (3.37b) 
Li2m S + S + ■■•+ % + td (3-37c) 
L21 =  tc1 + X (3.37d) 
L22 =  \ + fcc2 + ■ •'••   + t^-1- cd <3-37e> 
T =   t +   t +    . . .    +   t +1 M    17f> L£l Cl c2 c£-l U.37±) 
L£2
 
=
 
tci+ S + ■■*+ S + td (3-37g) 
for i = 1,2,...,N months 
j = 1,2,...,m products 
I  fabrication activities 
t weeks 
where I . is the total inventory investment cost 
in dollars for the i h month for the )  , 
product 
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q.. is the production run quantity in units 
for the i', month for the j., product 
t  is the cycle time in weeks for the I , 
fabrication activity 
t,  is the delay in weeks from the final 
completion of the production run until 
the shipment of the product to the 
customer (the time the product sits in 
finished goods inventory) 
vM is the value added of standard material 
in dollars per unit for the I  , fabri- 
cation activity 
v,  is the value added of standard labor and 
overhead in dollars per unit for the I , 
fabrication activity. 
3.4 Computing the Master Production Schedule 
An optimal master production schedule minimizes 
the total operational costs while satisfying the re- 
quired production rate for each period.  Yet, it remains 
within the available work force capacity.  When com- 
puting the optimal master production schedule, the sche- 
duler must simultaneously consider individual product 
demands per month, the required hours of work force 
capacity per week computed from the aggregate product 
structure, the available hours of work force capacity 
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per week, previously scheduled work-in-process inventory, 
setup costs, and inventory investment costs over the 
planning horizon. 
The planning horizon is split into two time peri- 
ods (Ref. 22:18 ).  The first period carries over the 
previously scheduled production runs at the old product 
mix forecast.  The second time period adjusts the pro- 
duction run quantity and production run frequency for 
runs scheduled near the end of the last master schedule; 
this reflects updated product demand information.  The 
second period is also used to add new production runs 
to the end of master schedule to reflect an updated 
product mix forecast. 
*"H = ^"Hl ~*~ *"H2 (3.38) 
^l-JlEcn ,- (3'39) 
where t  is the maximum cycle time in weeks for the 
en J 
n , fabrication echelon.  Note that parallel 
fabrication activities can be reduced to a 
single fabrication echelon on the aggregate 
product structure. 
tu   is the total master production schedule plan- 
ning horizon in weeks. 
trr-i  is the fixed work-in-process time period of 
the schedule in weeks. 
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t„2 is the  updated product demand, updated product 
mix forecast time period of the schedule in 
weeks. 
Because of the large number of interacting consi- 
derations, linear programming is used to model the master 
production schedule.  However, there are some inherent 
problems with the regular structuring of a linear pro- 
gramming problem.  First, while it is necessary to con- 
sider setup costs in order to find the optimal produc- 
tion run quantity and production run frequency, these 
setup costs are nonlinear (Ref.33:241).  Second, linear 
programming assumes that the unknown quantity is continu- 
ous rather than discrete.  Also, in the case of multiple 
production runs for the same product in the same month, 
it may schedule one run of a very small quantity with a 
second run of a very large quantity.  Third, it is cumber- 
some to model variable manufacturing cycle times.  As 
the run frequency increases, the cycle time should de- 
crease. 
In this thesis, the linear programming model is 
structured in terms of "scheduling patterns."  In this 
approach, linear programming is not used to find an 
optimal schedule, but rather it is used to verify that 
a known, nearly optimal schedule is feasible.  The sche- 
duling patterns overcome the problems normally faced 
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by such a linear model.  The scheduling patterns reduce 
the nonlinear setup costs to linear, per unit cost co- 
efficients.  The scheduling patterns distribute the pro- 
duct demand into discrete, nearly equal production run 
quantities in a given month.  The scheduling patterns 
identify the proper cycle time for each production" run. 
The setup cost constant, k, from equation (3.15)and 
equation(3.36),and the inventory investment constant, 
k„ from equation(3.18)and equation(3.37),are computed 
for each product.  The production rate for each product 
for each month, d.., is known from the disaggregation 
procedure of section 3.1.  The optimal production run 
quantity andVthe optimal production run frequency are 
then computed from equations (3.24)and (3.25). A trial 
nearly optimal scheduling pattern is selected from the 
discrete determination of f  and the minimum operational 
costs (Ref. 37:93).  As shown in Figure 3.9, the sche- 
duling pattern is the placement of f production runs 
into specific weekly time buckets of a single month in 
the tTT2 portion of the planning horizon; there are 
sixteen scheduling patterns.  The patterns used for 
each product in a given month will vary depending on 
d. . , k-, , and k„; also, the patterns used for the same 
product for different months may vary.  The master pro- 
duction schedule is a matrix of scheduling patterns with 
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production run frequencies and production run quanti- 
ties assigned by product type and by month of the plan- 
ning horizon.  This matrix gives a nearly optimal total 
operational cost for discrete values of the run quanti- 
ties . 
If the total hours per week of work force capacity 
required (from a summation of the individual scheduling 
pattern's aggregate product structures) does not exceed 
the hours per week of work force capacity available, 
then the master production schedule matrix is feasible 
(Ref. 3:1710).  If the matrix is determined to be in- 
feasible, then a new combination of scheduling patterns 
must be selected.  A different scheduling pattern will 
redistribute the hours per week required to build the 
products, but it will also increase the total operational 
cost. 
The example linear programming scheduling model 
considers both the optimal scheduling pattern and the 
next best scheduling pattern, in terms of operational 
costs, for each product, for each month.  Even more 
alternative patterns could be considered at the expense 
of enlarging the size of the linear program.  Since the 
model begins knowing the exact d.• and assumes that it 
knows the final solution to the scheduling problem, set- 
up costs can be handled on a per unit cost coefficient 
basis shown later in equation(3.41). 
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Figure 3.10 shows the variable names used for an 
example model to schedule three products over the last 
three months of the planning horizon with 24 weekly 
time buckets which accumulate the required labor hours 
for each fabrication echelon.  XI through X18 Represent 
the quantity of units completed using the optimal and 
second best scheduling patterns.  X22 through X43 re- 
present weekly time buckets to accumulate hours started 
for different production runs in the final assembly 
fabrication activity, the highest fabrication echelon. 
X45 through X66 represent weekly time buckets to accu- 
mulate^fiours started for different production runs in 
the lower fabrication echelons.  The hours required by 
production run per echelon are linearly spread over the" 
appropriate weeks of cycle time.  The hours of X22 
through X66 are linked to the units of XI through X18 
by sets of constraint equations defining the appropriate 
aggregate product structure.  The available hours of 
work force capacity in the weeks represented by X22 
through X31 and by X45 through X54 are reduced by first 
subtracting the hours required to build the work-in- 
process inventory scheduled in the t„-,   period of the 
planning horizon. 
The master production schedule linear programming 
model (Ref. 15 ••192), which minimizes the total opera- 
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tional cost in dollars, follows 
minimize Z = I  I  I  C.. X.. (3.40) 
i j p ^P ^--JP 
A.. +1.. 
Cijp " 1Jg..L'1P <3-«) 
i = 1,2,...,N months 
j = 1,2, ... ,m product's 
p scheduling patterns 
subject to the demand constraints 
ix.jp - d. . • &r*rr~~^ 
i = 1,2,...,N months 
j = 1,2,...,m products 
subject to the work force constraints 
lxlt  < wfc - WIPt (3 -.43a) 
t = 1,2,..., trj-, -1 weeks 
IX£t<wt (3.43b) 
t —  ttj -i > • • • J t-rj -| """t-jj n we etc s 
subject  to  sets   of  constraint  equations 
describing the  appropriate  aggregate product 
structures 
h.   X. . 
X£t-  -1^-^=0 (3.44) 
cn 
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i = 1,2 , . . . , N months 
j = 1,2,...,m products 
a  fabrication echelons 
p scheduling patterns 
t = 1,2,...,tux + tu2 weeks 
where:  A..   is the setup cost in dollars for the i , 
month, j , product, and p , scheduling 
pattern. 
C.   is the objective function cost coefficient ljp J 
in dollars per unit for the i.j. month, 
j , product, and p , scheduling pattern, 
d..   is the production rate in units for the 
i , month and the j , product, 
h.   is the total standard hours of labor 
per unit required for the j , product in 
the H ■,    fabrication echelon. 
I-•   is the inventory investment cost in 
dollars for the ifc^ month, j ^ product, 
and p.i scheduling pattern, 
t    is the cycle time in weeks for the j h 
product for the Z  , fabrication activity, 
w.    is the available work force capacity in 
hours for the t « week from the aggregate 
production plan of Chapter 2. 
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WIPfc is the required work force capacity in 
hours to produce the scheduled work-in- 
process inventory from the tu-, portion HI 
of the master production schedule planning 
horizon. 
X. .   is the number of units djf the i., product ijp Jth v 
scheduled for the i ■.   month using the 
p h scheduling pattern. 
X .   is the number of hours of work force At 
capacity required in the I  , fabrication 
echelon in the t.-. week. 
Chapter 4 presents a numerical example of a master 
production scheduling problem.  The linear programming 
computations were done using the MPOS optimization 
package available at the Lehigh University Computing, 
Center. 
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CHAPTER 4 
A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
This chapter applies the aggregate planning model 
of Chapter 2 and the master production scheduling model 
of Chapter 3 to a specific manufacturing situation. 
Section 4.1 describes the manufacturing organization; 
Section 4.2 presents a series of tables which are the 
inputs and outputs of the two mathematical models. 
4.1 Application Description 
One division of an electronics corporation has its 
manufacturing resources organized into five fabrication 
activities: 
Printed Circuit Board Fabrication (PCBF) -- The 
fabrication process begins with purchased copper 
plated laminate stock.  The process includes 
shearing, drilling, image transfer, electroplating, 
stripping, silk screening, routing, inspection and 
material handling operations performed by direct 
labor employees^ Various chemicals, which are 
used up during the process, are period expenses 
charged into the overhead. 
Magnetic Components Fabrication (MAGF) -- The 
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fabrication process begins with purchased steel 
laminations, copper magnet wire, and plastic 
bobbins.  The process includes bobbin winding, 
lamination stacking, turns testing, vacuum var- 
nishing, inspection and material handling opera- 
tions performed by direct labor employees.  Various 
tapes and epoxy resins, which are used up during 
the process, are period expenses charged into the 
overhead. 
Sheet Metal Fabrication (SMF) -- The fabrication 
process begins with purchased vinyl clad aluminum 
sheet stock, aluminum bar stock, and aluminum 
extrusion stock.  The process includes shearing, 
sawing, punching, drilling, milling, deburring, 
bending, riveting, sanding, painting, silk screen- 
ing, inspection and material, handling operations 
performed by direct labor employees.  Various 
machine parts, which wear out during the process, 
are period expenses charged into the overhead. 
Printed Circuit Board Loading (PCBL) -- The fabri- 
cation process begins with purchased transistors, 
integrated circuits, diodes, resistors, capacitors, 
and inductors.  The process includes parts se- 
quencing, parts insertion,, wave soldering, 
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washing, lead clipping, inspection and material 
handling operations performed by direct labor 
employees.  Solder and flux, used up in the process, 
are period expenses charged into the overhead. 
Assembly, Wire, and Test (AWT) -- The fabrication 
process begins with purchased electronic parts, 
metal chassis parts, meters, knobs, instruction 
manuals, and shipping containers.  The process 
includes subassembly, final mechanical assembly, 
wiring, turn-on, test and calibration, inspection, 
packing and material handling operations performed 
by direct labor employees.  Various hardware and 
wire, which are used up during the process, are 
charged as miscellaneous indirect materials. 
The aggregate product structure, shown in Figure 
4.1, is common to all the products made at this divi- 
sion.  The run-week constant, k„, is the same for the 
MAGF, SMF, and PCBL fabrication activities.  By lumping 
the standard labor hours for these parallel fabrication 
activities together, that portion of the product struc- 
ture is reduced to fabrication activity "B." 
One particular department assembly, wire, and 
test builds a product line of three electronic main- 
frames.  In comparison w}.th other products made at the 
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Al = FAB-PCBF 
A2 = PURCH-PCBF 
Bl = FAB-SMF 
B2 = PURCH-SMF 
B3 = FAB-PCBL 
B4 = PURCH-PCBL 
B5 = FAB-MAGF 
B6 = PURCH-MAGF 
Cl = FAB-AWT 
C2 = PURCH-AWT 
FAB-A FAB-B FAB-G 
*o 
URCH-C 
Figure 4.1 Multi-echelon Aggregate Product Structure 
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division, each mainframe requires a large number of la- 
bor hours for its manufacture. 
These three products account for $1.8 million 
annually; marketing has provided an order rate forecast 
for the next twelve months indicating an increasing 
trend in the order rate.  The problem is to compute a 
feasible, nearly optimal master production schedule 
for the three products, and to indicate when to hire 
additional direct labor employees in assembly, wire, 
and test. 
4.2 Numerical Solution 
The following tables based on the aggregate plan- 
ning model of Chapter 2, the production rate disaggre- 
gation procedure of Section 3.1, and the master produc- 
tion scheduling model of Chapter 3 are organized to 
present a large amount of information in a meaningful 
way: 
Table 4.1 (input) details the number of working 
days per month and gives the aggregate cost struc- 
ture for production rate change costs for each of 
twelve months.* 
Table 4.2 (input, output) tabulates the aggregate 
work force level for each of the twelve months 
including the number of employees to be hired. 
^November is the start of the fiscal year, 
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Table 4.3 (input, output) shows the inter-rela- 
tionship between aggregate orders and aggregate 
production, inventory, shipments, and backlog for 
each of the twelve months. 
Table 4.4 (input, output) disaggregates the pro- 
duction rate into the number of units required by 
month, by product for a six month planning horizon. 
Table 4.5 (output) tabulates the production rate 
change costs over the six month planning horizon. 
Table 4.6 (input) gives the standard hours, stand- 
ard dollars, and associated setup costs by product 
based on the aggregate product structure of Figure 
4.1. 
Figure 4.2 shows the optimal run frequency as a 
function of the logarithm of demand versus the 
logarithm of the ratio of inventory cost to setup 
cost 
Table 4.7 (input, output) is the master production 
schedule by product, by completion week. 
Table 4.8 (input, output) is the disaggregation of 
the work force level to verify the feasibility of 
111. 
the master production schedule in terms of the 
hours required versus the hours available. 
Table 4.9 (output) tabulates the operational 
costs to implement the master production sche- 
dule pver the planning horizon. 
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Table 4.7  MASTER PRODUCTION SCHEDULE* 
kl k3 rt 
Product A 457.00 13.74 .005 
Product B 382.00 12.44 .005 
Product C 113.00 6.37 .005 
Product A 
Product B 
Product C 
Nov. Dec. Jan • 
64 64 71 
19 19 21 
27 27 30 
-^1 
Product A 
Product B 
Product C 
*Units 
Feb. Mar. Apr • 
70 40 39 40 39 
20 23 23 
29 
( 
33 33 
-%; 
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CHAPTER 5 
SUMMARY 
A successful manufacturing environment is able to 
synchronize its "top-down" planning phase with its 
"bottom-up" implementation phase.  In the planning 
phase management systematically budgets its scarce re- 
sources of labor, material, and capital over the plan- 
ning horizon.  Based on the forecast of future demand, 
employees are hired, material is purchased, capital is 
invested, and work begins on the manufacture of the 
firm's products in the quantity and mix forecasted.  In v 
the implementation phase direct labor, under close 
supervision, completes the manufacturing cycle of 
these products according to the finish dates and the 
timing of material issues that were generated from the 
master production schedule. 
Management has an obligation to keep the master 
production schedule realistic (Ref. 27:152).  On one 
hand, the master production schedule deals with future 
customer demand for products; increases in the produc- 
tion rate above the current rate must be allowed in 
order that the growth in aggregate shipments can match, 
the growth in aggregate orders.  But, on the other hand, 
124 
it takes time to hire additional employees, to purchase 
additional material, and to raise additional capital. 
The manner in which the production rate is increased 
must be a responsible one which will maintain a balance 
between the revenue from sales and the manufacturing 
cost of labor, material, and overhead.  What manage- 
ment expects versus what management can realistically 
attain over the master production schedule's planning 
horizon must be carefully negotiated.  A consistent, 
systematic scheme to regenerate the master production 
schedule goes a long way toward this goal. 
5.1 Summary and Conclusions 
A major advantage of the approach investigated 
in this thesis is its ability to simultaneously con- 
sider many interacting factors.  The hierarchy of 
mathematical programs, each with its own objective 
function and constraint equations, provides a good "top- 
down" model of a multi-echelon manufacturing environ- 
ment.  Even though the model is kept as simple as 
possible, a large amount of data must be manipulated 
Ky 
to regenerate a feasible, nearly optimal master pro- 
duction schedule. 
The production rate is constrained to track the 
demand forecast in order to maintain the ending back- 
log.  The specified ending work force level works to 
125 
prevent excessive hiring of additional employees. 
Each product is allowed to have a multi-echelon product 
structure.  In turn, each fabrication echelon has its 
own respective setup cost, value added inventory invest- 
ment cost, cycle time, and production capacity con- 
straint.  The manufacturing cycle time is variable; as 
the production run frequency increases, the manufactur- 
ing cycle time decreases.  The mathematical programming 
models are able to keep track of all these factory. 
Work force planning is an integral part of the 
approach.  The aggregate plan incorporates the number 
of working days per month.  Based on the minimization of 
production rate change costs, it suggests when to work * 
overtime and when to hire additional employees.  The 
master production schedule is computed assuming that 
the additional employees will be available as required. 
The production rate in the aggregate plan is limited 
by the work force capacity.  Furthermore, the feasi- 
bility ofythe trial master production schedule is 
based on the concept that the labor hours required by 
the trial schedule must be less than the labor hours 
available from the disaggregated work force.  !r*f 
linear programming cannot find a combination of schedul- 
ing patterns which satisfy the production rate required 
within a feasible number of labor hours, then the whole 
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problem must be rerun based on some new strategy for 
the ending backlog and for worker productivity. 
There are two constants which establish how diffi- 
cult it is to meet the feasibility condition for the 
master production schedule.  In the aggregate planning 
model, the production rate is proportional to the pro- 
ductivity constant, C2' in aggregate dollars per person. 
The higher the planned productivity, the smaller the 
number of employees necessary to produce at the optimal 
production rate.  The productivity constant is evalu- 
ated from measurements of actual output in aggregate 
dollar-s per person.  A shift in the product mix on the 
master production schedule will modify the value of the 
productivity constant.  In the master production sche- 
dule linear programming model, the number of hours 
available per week per fabrication echelon is directly 
proportional to an efficiency factor.  This efficiency 
factor models the average time lost to paid vacations 
and sick leave.  The higher the efficiency factor, the 
higher the number of labor hours available in each week 
to build the products on the master production schedule. 
The "scheduling pattern" approach investigated 
in this- thesis seeks to trade-off multi-echelon setup 
costs against multi-echelon inventory investment costs. 
The result is that both the production run frequency 
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and the production run quantity are variable; product 
is scheduled only when it is needed.  This differs 
from practice where the production run quantity is 
typically fixed and the production run frequency fluc- 
tuates according to changes in demand for the product. 
Changing from one scheduling pattern to another for 
the same product does tend to make the required labor 
hours more lumpy over time. 
A major disadvantage of the approach investigated 
in this thesis is the fact that the cost structure 
parameters which model the production rate change 
costs of chapter two and which model the operational 
costs of chapter three are not found in the records 
of cost accounting.  Parameters Cl, C3, C4, kl, and 
r are each a simplification of several complex factors. 
The best knowledge of these parameters is used to 
generate a first pass of the master production schedule. 
As the schedule is regnerated over time, the^individual 
parameter values are refined through successive approxi- 
mations . 
The component parts of this investigation, the 
aggregate plan, the production rate disaggregation pro- 
cedure, the trial master production schedule matrix of 
patterns, and the feasibility check of labor hours re- 
quired against labor hours available, need to be run 
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each time a schedule is generated or a parameter is 
changed.  For ease of schedule regeneration, these 
component parts should automatically chain together, 
where the output from one becomes the input to the 
next.  The ultimate feasibility of a particular master 
production schedule is unknown until the last component 
part is computed. 
The numerical example of Chapter Four was computed 
using BEALE and REVISED simplex in the MPOS optimiza- 
tion package found at the Lehigh University Computing 
Center.  Available time" and resources did not permit 
programming the magnetic tape formats necessary to 
automatically chain these programs together.  Conse- 
quently, intermediate results were transcribed by hand 
from the line printer output of one program to key- 
punched cards to input the next program; intermediate 
calculations were done on a hand held calculator where 
possible.  While this proved the feasibility of the 
approach investigated in this thesis, it was very cum- 
bersome to regenerate master production schedules with 
slight changes in the input parameters. 
In any computer programming trade-offs exist be- 
tween the amount of central memory required to hold 
the program and data and the running time of the pro- 
gram.  The quadratic program for a twelve month 
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aggregate plan appears to be reasonable in both aspects, 
But the linear program used to test the feasibility of 
the master production schedule should be capable of 
dealing with the manufacture of a hundred products, 
through a half dozen fabrication echelons, over a plan- 
ning horizon of 52 weeks.  The number of constraint 
equations necessary to model such a manufacturing en- 
vironment could easily exceed the central memory avail- 
able to the digital computer.  Also, the number of 
iterations of revised simplex to select an optimal 
master production schedule from all the combinations 
of scheduling patterns could be quite lengthy.  As the 
number of products increases, this approach pushes the 
limits of both memory required and run time. 
5.2 Recommendations for Further Research 
The major technical problem encountered with this 
investigation has been the selection of a mathematical 
model to disaggregate the work force.  The work force 
is organized into departments, each having an integer 
number of employees.  Although this thesis has consi- 
dered the work force to be homogeneous in nature, 
employees working in high skill areas are not inter- 
changeable with other employees working in low skill 
areas.  In addition, with the product structure being 
multi-echelon, a cycle time offset exists between the 
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time when the work force starts low level subassemblies 
for an increased production rate and the time when the 
aggregate plan shows this increase in production rate 
and suggests hiring additional employees.  The question 
becomes: the new employee should be hired into which 
department? 
In light of all the previous discussion, the fol- 
lowing recommendations for further research are sug- 
gested: ._^ 
The number of products on the master production 
schedule and the number of fabrication activities 
of the disaggregated work force could be signi- 
ficantly increased by employing the principle of 
decomposition to solve the linear programming 
feasibility check (Ref. 4:305 ).  The form of the 
constraint equations which define the aggregate 
product structure result in a sparsely populated 
technological coefficient matrix which is readily 
adaptable to decomposition. 
The disaggregation of a small total number of em- 
ployees into several smaller, integer valued 
groupings of employees raises questions about how 
"nervous" the master production schedule is to 
shifts in product mix and product demand.  Dynamic 
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programming, pattern search heuristics, and integer 
programming were rejected in favor of linear 
programming for reasons of excessive memory re- 
quirements, convergence problems, and excessive 
run time requirements, respectively.  Further 
investigation should be done to find an alternative 
method of disaggregating the work force.  The 
alternative method must be capable of dealing 
with a large number of products over a year's 
planning horizon for a multi-echelon manufactur- 
ing environment where fabrication activities have 
individual capacity constraints. 
A manufacturing firm wants to be as responsive as 
possible to changes in customer demands.  Although 
the scheduling patterns in the near term planning 
horizon are frozen, the product mix in'the far 
term planning horizon can be changed.  A study 
should be made of the cost of changing the master 
production schedule in response to new information 
about customer demand versus the earliest time on 
the planning horizon that this change could be 
implemented. 
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APPENDIX 
AGGREGATE PLANNING MODELS 
1. Linear Decision Rule (LDR) 
Holt, Modigliani, and Simon 1955 
(Ref 5)(Ref 14)(Ref 18) 
Quadratic cost structure 
Regular time, overtime, hiring, layoff, 
inventory, backlog 
Unconstrained objective function 
Solved by a system of linear equations formed 
from partial derivatives 
Standard of comparison for other models 
2. Linear Programming 
Bowman 1956 
(Ref 6) 
Linear cost structure 
Regular time, overtime, subcontracting, inven- 
tory 
Linear constraint equations 
Solved by the transportation tableau 
3. Linear Programming (LP) 
Hanssmann and Hess 1960 
(Ref 12) 
Linear cost structure 
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Regular time, overtime, idletime, hiring, lay- 
off, subcontract, inventory, backlog 
Linear constraint equations 
Solved by the Simplex method 
4. Management Coefficients Model 
Bowman 1963 
(Ref 26:659) 
Equation to forecast work force 
Equation to forecast production 
Regular time, overtime, hiring, layoff, inven- 
tory 
Develops coefficients for model from multiple 
regression on past performance 
5. Dynamic Programming (DP) 
Wagner, Zangwill and others  Early 1960's 
(Ref 15:226)(Ref 36:356) 
Non-linear objective function 
Minimizes tradeoff of two or more costs 
Hiring, layoff, inventory, backlog 
Linear constraint equations 
Solved by a computational algorithm 
6. Parametric Production Planning 
Jones 1967 
(Ref 16) 
Linear cost structure 
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Hiring, layoff, inventory, backlog 
Unconstrained objective function 
Solved by heuristic smoothing parameters 
with a system of linear equations 
7. Search Decision Rule (SDR) 
Taubert 1967 
(Ref 34) 
Quadratic cost structure 
Regular time, overtime, hiring, layoff, 
inventory, backlog 
Unconstrained pbjec^ive^function 
Solved by a heuristic pattern search 
8. Hierarchy Approach 
Hax-Meal 1974 
(Ref 26:670) 
A complex hierarchy of subproblems, each one 
solved by linear programming 
Deals with the distribution of product from 
multiple sources and with the aggregate 
planning for each individual source. 
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